REQUESTING CORDURA® BRAND APPROVAL FOR YOUR FABRICS

STEPS TO FOLLOW for CORDURA® Brand Testing and Accreditation:
First, we’d like to thank you for choosing to submit your fabric to us for CORDURA® brand approval. You
obviously share our passion for rigorously high standards and commitment to durability. So let’s get started and
bring it closer. Here’s how it works:
STEP 1: Complete the form online to give us the information we need about your fabric.
We will ask you if you give us permission to promote your fabric.
STEP 2: We will ask you to tell us which CORDURA® fabric technology your fabric qualifies for.
You can find out more about the different fabric technologies on www.cordura.com
STEP 3: Provide full details about your fabric including the type of construction and a detailed fiber composition.
Our system allows you to enter up to 6 different fiber types in a fabric.
STEP 4: When you’ve filled out the form, check all the details on the review page
STEP 5: Confirm your request.
Then print out a copy of the fabric submission confirmation email you receive, with the fabric submission
reference number on it and attach this to 2 linear metres or yards of your fabric.
Send the paperwork and the fabric to the address shown on your confirmation email.
STEP 6: If you have completed any testing during your fabric development phase,
OR if your fabric meets specific industry standards please send us the details.
Please use your fabric submission reference number when you contact us about your fabric.

What Happens Next?
We will use the information you provide and run tests on your fabric to determine if it qualifies for the CORDURA®
brand. If successful, we will issue you with an official INVISTA Notification of Approval (NOA) document
showing which CORDURA® brand standards your fabric meets.
The NOA also includes the unique Fast Track Code for your fabric. You can share this code which starts with FT
with your customers – this will help them to obtain official CORDURA® brand hangtags and labels to use on their
products.

Use the CONTACT US options on our website if you have any questions about your fabric submission.
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